ABSTRACT
Introduction
Although mass spectrometry (MS) is a promising instrument to study proteomics, it also faces challenges and difficulties extending from sample preparation to data analysis. For example, the statistical inference problem -to estimate the degree of confidence associated with a peptide identification-is a major difficulty. In the last few years a large number of publications have proposed different ways to address some aspects of this problem (J. Proteome Res., special issue , 2008; Alves et al., 2007b) . There is, however, another important issue associated with the size of the sample space. For current database search methods, the search space is limited to the peptides present in the database (real and/or decoy). On the other hand, most de novo algorithms are designed to sample only partially the high scoring peptides from all possible peptides. Therefore neither method mentioned is searching the complete peptide space.
The importance of the search space issue previously prompted us to propose a method to address the ranking problem in de novo sampling (Doerr et al., 2005) while analyzing tandem MS (MS 2 ) spectra. In this note, we report a web application that is able to compute, given a user-specified MS 2 spectrum and a selected scoring function, the score histogram for all possible peptides. This valuable information may be integrated into statistical analysis of both database search and/or de novo methods. A few examples will be provided later.
Implementation Summary
RAId deNovo Scoring Functions We have implemented so far two scoring functions in RAId deNovo. The first scoring function (SI ) is the scoring function used on the database search method RAId DbS (Alves et al., 2007a) , and the second scoring function * to whom correspondence should be addressed: yyu@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov (SII ) is analogous to that used by the database search method MSTag (Clauser and Baker, 2001 ). In principle we can implement in RAId deNovo for any scoring function, be it for database search or de novo, if the score consists of independent sums with or without a peptide length normalization. However, although it is possible to implement other scoring functions such as the hyperscore used by X!Tandem (Fenyo and Beavis, 2003) or the probabilistic score used in Sherenga (Dancík et al., 1999) , we believe it will be best done by the original developers.
Given a tandem mass spectrum, depending on the instrument used, distinct software may score a candidate peptide differently. However, the fragmentation series (an, bn, bn−18, bn− 17, cn, xn, yn, yn−18, yn−17, zn) cover what most methods consider. As an example, a peptide π of length 12 with 2 selected series (bn, yn) would generate a total of 2 × (12 − 1) = 22 theoretical fragments (T (π)).
The first scoring function (SI ) implemented is the sum of the logarithm of the intensity (Ii) associated with a given experimental mass (m e i ) times a exponential weighting factor, e −∆m i , with ∆mi being the absolute mass difference between m e i and the theoretical mass (m t i ), and finally normalized by dividing by the number of theoretical fragments (T (π)). That is,
where θ(x) is the Heaviside step function with θ(x < 0) = 0 and θ(x > 0) = 1. The second scoring function (SII ) is a weighted count of the experimental fragments that are within 1 Dalton (Da.) mass error of the theoretical fragments
RAId deNovo Algorithm To generate the score histogram for all possible peptides in a speedy manner, RAId deNovo does not score every possible peptide individually, but rather uses a one dimensional (1D) mass grid to encode/score all possible peptides (Alves and Yu , 2008) . At each mass entry of the grid, the local score contribution associated with all partial peptides ending at that location is computed only once and this information may be propagated forward to other mass entries via dynamic programming, making it possible to generate the score histogram for all possible peptides without individually scoring all peptides. Besides keeping the score histogram, RAId deNovo can also keep track of histograms of peptide lengths associated with any given score by introducing an additional 1D structure to our dynamic programming algorithm (Alves and Yu , 2008) . The flexibility to introduce additional structures of various dimensions makes RAId deNovo a more versatile tool: it can incorporate the scoring functions from a large number of programs that utilize length information to compute the final peptide score. RAId deNovo can also be used to compute the total number of possible peptides (TNPP) within a certain mass range. It is often helpful to deconvolute the peptide length information from the score. As an example, consider two peptides of length 11 and 16 that have achieved the same overall score S11 = S16 = 10, using only the b− and y−series to score the peptides. Having the peptide length information allows one to distinguish between the two peptides by applying, for example, a simple length normalizing factor to obtain the final scores S11 = 10/(2 × (11 − 1)) = 1/2 and S16 = 10/(2 × (16 − 1)) = 1/3. This score normalization may help in discriminating true positives from false positives. Table  1 provides some examples of RAId deNovo running time in various modes of execution. Table 1 . An example of the average execution time of RAId deNovo at different parent ion masses (first column). By default, the mass error range is set to ±3Da during program execution. The computation times for score histograms of all possible peptides with length deconvolution on (off) are documented respectively in the second column (S I ) (the third column (S * I )). The last column records the times required to compute the total number of possible peptides (TNPP) within ±3 Da of the specified parent ion masses. Browse...
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N-terminal By default, all 20 regular amino acids are included in our de novo algorithm although the user may deselect some of them by clicking off the check marks.
Although an MS 2 spectrum is required for score histogram, the calculation of TNPP only requires the specification of the parent ion mass. Example usage of the score histogram Figure 1 (2) demonstrates the RAId deNovo web interface (example output of normalized score histograms). Below, we provide a few examples of how the de novo score histograms may help in preventing inappropriate statistical significance assignments. When using search methods that do not have a theoretical model for the score distribution or when the goodness of the score model (Alves et al., 2007a ) is poor, one may wish to use a more conservative statistical significance assignment. In this case, a user may set 1/TNPP as the lower bound for the best P -value for any given parent ion mass.
One may test the robustness of a score model by seeing how well the same score model can fit both the database searches and the de novo score histograms. When combined with database searches, the score histogram obtained by RAId deNovo also provides the number of all possible peptides that score higher than the best candidate in a given database. This number and the difference between the best de novo score and the best database search score per spectrum may both serve as statistical significance measures for the most significant database peptide hits found.
